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l conformational flexibility in
receptor recognition: mechanistic insight from an
atomic-scale investigation†

Fei Ding ab and Wei Peng*cd

Inherent protein conformational flexibility is important for biomolecular recognition, but this critical

property is often neglected in several studies. This event can lead to large deviations in the research

results. In the current contribution, we disclose the effects of the local conformational flexibility on

receptor recognition by using an atomic-scale computational method. The results indicated that both

static and dynamic reaction modes have noticeable differences, and these originated from the structural

features of the protein molecules. Dynamic interaction results displayed that the structural stability and

conformational flexibility of the proteins had a significant influence on the recognition processes. This

point related closely to the characteristics of the flexible loop regions where bixin located within the

protein structures. The energy decomposition analyses and circular dichroism results validated the

rationality of the recognition studies. More importantly, the conformational and energy changes of some

residues around the bixin binding domain were found to be vital to biological reactions. These

microscopic findings clarified the nature of the phenomenon that the local conformational flexibility

could intervene in receptor recognition. Obviously, this report may provide biophysical evidence for the

exploration of the structure–function relationships of the biological receptors in the human body.
Introduction

In general, molecular recognition between the biological
receptors and ligands plays a key role in nearly all biochemical
processes. A variety of physiological effects can be achieved
through biomolecular recognition of active substances with
specic receptors such as enzymes, nucleic acids and proteins.1

These events, e.g. cellular signaling, enzyme catalysis, protein
crowding, reactant transport, and receptor–ligand association,
are considered to be the essential preconditions for maintain-
ing life activities.2 The investigation of these crucial reaction
processes, particularly the structure–function relationships of
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receptors, could help us to understand the different biological
responses, for example, pathological changes, pharmacological
and toxicological actions, and physiological regulations in the
body.3–6 For this reason, receptor recognition has emerged as
one of the most interesting subjects in the areas of chemical
biology, medicinal chemistry and toxicology.

Biological receptors are frequently regarded as the main
participant in almost all physiological activities. They have
become the primary objects in the study of molecular recogni-
tion due to their intricate microenvironment, special spatial
structure, and unique function.7 It is discovered so far that most
of the functional receptors belong to protein molecule, and
these macromolecules can recognize and selectively bind to
active ligands. These events would induce conformational
alterations in proteins and activate a series of biological
responses, and nally represent as different biochemical
effects.8 Usually, protein folds into a tightly exible conforma-
tion. However, such conformation is not fully rigid, and its chief
characters and total form are decided by the protein's amino
acid sequence. This means that the biopolymer is highly
dynamic, and its motions are oen crucial to its function.9 It is
popularly accepted that the role of a compact protein is greatly
dependent on its conformation and its capacity to deform.10 The
ability to perform biological functions such as catalysts,
mechanical effectors, sensors, signaling molecules and trans-
porters depends on the conformational changes of the cohesive
protein and on the dynamics of these deformations.11 As
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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a result, a complete understanding of protein function requires
an exploration of both the dynamic behaviors of a protein and
its static conformational features.

Typically, protein molecule contains a number of loop
components. This structural characteristic endows macromo-
lecular conformation with the great exibility property.12 For
example, the conformations of ligand-gated ion channels and
albumin from human serum (HSA) possesses a large degree of
exibility, and they can recognize numerous agonists and
antagonists with different molecular characters and
volumes.13,14 Likewise, a1-acid glycoprotein from human plasma
(AGP) holds a exible ligand recognition patch. The sophisti-
cated geometry of the domain, together with the structural
exibility of loop 1 (b-strands A/B) at its gate, interprets a broad
variety of chemicals that could be recognized by this lip-
ocalin.15,16 Therefore we should take conformational exibility
into consideration so as to accurately study the interaction
between a receptor and an active ligand. Recently, the accu-
mulating evidences suggested that conformational exibility
coupled to ligand binding played a major role in receptor
recognition process, and the conformational changes of the
residues in the reaction region and the large-scale loop reor-
ganization are observed upon ligand binding to receptor.17,18

Unfortunately, the physiological signicance of the structural
feature and the biological role of exibility of these loops in
receptors are still largely unclear as yet.

Given the above-mentioned research background, the
present effort was to elaborate the effects of the local confor-
mational exibility on receptors recognition by employing an
atomic-scale computational technique from a biophysical point
of view. The concrete content may be divided into the following
parts: (I) analysis of the static and dynamic recognition modes
of the receptors–bixin conjugates; (II) elucidation of the inu-
ences of the local conformational exibility on the recognition
processes; and (III) clarication of the energy bases during
receptors recognition. We expect that this attempt can shed
physicochemical light on the investigation of the structure–
function relationships of the central receptors in the body.

Experimental
Materials

Bixin (05989, $90%, CAS number 6983-79-5), albumin from
human serum (A8763, lyophilized powder, essentially globulin
free, $99%, CAS number 70024-90-7) and a1-acid glycoprotein
from human plasma (G9885, $99%, CAS number 66455-27-4)
were received from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) and utilized
without further purication, and deionized water was generated
by a Milli-Q Ultrapure Water Purication Systems from Milli-
pore (Billerica, MA). Tris (0.2 M)–HCl (0.1 M) buffer of pH¼ 7.4,
with an ionic strength 0.1 in the presence of NaCl, and the pH
was determined with an Orion Star A211 pH Benchtop Meter
(Thermo Scientic, Waltham, MA). Dilutions of the protein
stock solution (20 mM) in Tris–HCl buffer were prepared
immediately before use, and the concentration of proteins was
measured by themethod of Lowry et al.19 All other reagents used
were of analytical grade and purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
In silico docking

Molecular docking of the protein–bixin bioconjugates was
executed on SGI Fuel Visual Workstation (Silicon Graphics
International Corporation, Milpitas, CA). The crystal structures
of HSA (entry codes 1E7I) and AGP (entry codes 3APU),20,21

determined at a resolution 2.7 Å and 2.1 Å, were respectively
retrieved from the Brookhaven Protein Data Bank (http://
www.rcsb.org/pdb). Aer being imported in the program Sybyl
version 7.3 (http://www.certara.com), protein structures were
carefully checked for atom and bond type correctness assign-
ment. Hydrogen atoms were computationally added using the
Sybyl Biopolymer and Build/Edit menus. To avoid negative acid/
acid interactions and repulsive steric clashes, added hydrogen
atoms were energy minimized with the Powell algorithm with
0.5 kcal mol�1 energy gradient convergence criteria for 1000
cycles.22 This procedure does not change positions to heavy
atoms, and the potential of the three-dimensional structures of
proteins were assigned according to the AMBER force eld with
Kollman all-atom charges.23

The two-dimensional structure of bixin was downloaded
from PubChem (http://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov), and the
initial structure of the molecule was generated by Sybyl 7.3. The
geometry of bixin was subsequently optimized to minimal
energy (tolerance of 0.5 kcal mol�1) utilizing the Tripos force
eld with Gasteiger–Hückel charges,24 and the lowest energy
conformer was applied for the docking analysis. The Surex-
Dock program which uses an automatic exible docking algo-
rithm was utilized to analyze the possible conformation of the
ligand that binds to proteins, and the program PyMOL (http://
www.schrodinger.com) was nally employed for visualization
of the ligand docking results. Furthermore, we selected the
CABS-dock web server to perform the full exible docking so as
to validate the rationality of the above semi-exible docking.25–31

This process can be used to check whether there are similar
reaction modes in the output results. As an online soware, it
could use the crystal structures of HSA and AGP as the protein
parts, respectively, and the long-chain structure of bixin may be
considered as a peptide. The three-dimensional structure was
imported and then the top 10 scored models of the HSA–bixin
and AGP–bixin adducts will automatically be exported from the
soware. These models can be used to verify the semi-exible
docking results derived from Sybyl 7.3.
Molecular dynamics simulation

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation of the HSA–bixin complex
was performed using Gromacs program, version 2019, with the
Gromos96 ffG43a1 force eld.32,33 Simulation processes were
run under physiological conditions (pH ¼ 7.4), and the amino
acid residues possessed acidity and basicity were adjusted to the
protonation states at neutrality condition. Initial conformations
of HSA and bixin were, respectively, taken from the original X-
ray diffraction crystal structure that was solved at 2.7 Å resolu-
tion (entry codes 1E7I) and the optimal structure originated
frommolecular docking. The topology of protein was yielded by
Gromacs package directly, whereas bixin by PRODRG2.5
Server.34 The simulation system was solvated with a periodic
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 13968–13980 | 13969
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cubic box (the volume is 8.771 � 5.061 � 8.664 nm3) lled with
TIP3P water molecules and an approximate number (14) of
sodium counterion to neutralize the charge.35 Totally, there are
43 648 crystallographic solvent molecules, and the shortest
distance between the complex and the edge of the box is set to
10 Å. Simulations were operated utilizing the isothermal–
isobaric (NPT) ensemble with an isotropic pressure of 1 bar,36

and the temperature of the ligand, protein and solvent (water
and counterion) was separately coupled to an external bath held
at 300 K, using the Berendsen thermostat with 0.2 ps relaxation
time.37 The LINCS algorithm was employed to constrain bond
lengths,38 and the long-range electrostatic interactions beyond
10 Å were modeled exploiting the Particle Mesh Ewald (PME)
method with a grid point density of 0.1 nm and an interpolation
order of 4.39 A cutoff of 14 Å was used for van der Waals'
interactions. The MD integration time step was 2.0 fs and
covalent bonds were not constrained, and the system congu-
rations were saved every 2.0 ps. To decrease the atomic colli-
sions with each other, both gradient descent and conjugate
gradient algorithm were used to optimize the whole system.40,41

First the solvated starting structure was preceded by a 1000-step
gradient descent and then by conjugate gradient energy mini-
mization. Subsequently, 100 ps equilibration with position
restraints uses to remove possible unfavorable interactions
between solute and solvent, and aer thorough equilibration,
MD simulations were conducted for 100 ns. Moreover, the top
two ligand structures in the reaction system were selected to
execute the parallel MD simulations, in order to conrm the
rationality of the optimal energy conformation for MD simula-
tion. The pure protein was also selected to carry out a time
period (50 ns) MD simulation so as to compare with the optimal
ligand docking adduct. The results of MD simulations were
ultimately illustrated by Visual Molecular Dynamics 1.9.4,42 and
the program Discovery Studio Visualizer 4.0 (BIOVIA, San Diego,
CA) was used to exhibit the patterns of the MD simulations.
Calculation of free energies

Binding free energies of the proteins–bixin reactions were
computed by using the Amber Molecular Dynamics Package
(University of California, San Francisco, CA) based on the
method of Molecular Mechanics/Generalized Born Surface Area
(MM/GBSA), and the relevant relationships for the MM/GBSA
enumerations are given by43,44

DGbind ¼ Gcomplex � (Gprotein + Gligand) (1)

EMM ¼ EvdW + Eele (2)

G ¼ hEMMi ¼ hGnonpol,soli + hGpol,soli � ThSi (3)

Gnonpol,sol ¼ g � SASA + b (4)

In these equations the binding free energy, DGbind, is
constituted of the classical Eproducts � Ereactants (the endpoints),
where Eproducts ¼ DGcomplex and Ereactants is composed of Gprotein

and Gligand. The molecular mechanics energy (EMM) is made up
of the van der Waals energy (including the internal energy)
13970 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 13968–13980
(EvdW) and the electrostatic energy (Eele). The polar solvation
ingredient (Gpol,sol) is estimated utilizing the generalized Born
method. The nonpolar solvation element (Gnonpol,sol) is reck-
oned using solvent accessible area with the g parameter set to
0.00542 kcal (mol Å2)�1, and the b parameter set to
0.92 kcal mol�1. The Solvent Accessible Surface Area (SASA) is
measured employing the linear combination of pairwise over-
laps (LCPO) model.45
Circular dichroism

Circular dichroism (CD) spectra were conducted with a J-810
Circular Dichroism Spectropolarimeter (Jasco, Japan) equip-
ped with a microcomputer, the apparatus was sufficiently
purged with 99.9% dry nitrogen gas before starting the instru-
ment and then it was calibrate with d-10-camphorsulfonic acid.
All the CD spectra were gathered at 298 K with a PFD-425S
Peltier temperature controller attached to a water bath with
an accuracy of�0.1 �C. Each spectrum was recorded with use of
a precision quartz cuvette of 10 mm path length and taken at
wavelengths between 200 and 260 nm range that provides
a signal extremely sensitive to small secondary conformational
disturbances. Every determination was the average of ve
continual scans encoded with 0.1 nm step resolution and got at
a speed of 50 nmmin�1 and response time of 1.0 s. All observed
CD data were baseline subtracted for buffer and the evaluation
of the secondary structure components was gained by employ-
ing Jasco Spectra Manager II, which calculates the different
designations of secondary structures by comparison with CD
spectra, determined from diverse proteins for which high-
quality X-ray diffraction data are available.46
Results and discussion
Static recognition proles of the receptors–bixin complexes

To study the static reaction modes between the proteins and
bixin, a ligand docking method has been employed to check the
molecular biosystems based on the three-dimensional struc-
tures of both HSA and AGP.47,48 The optimal reaction modes of
the two molecular systems received from the CABS-dock web
server were found to be very similar to the optimal reaction
patterns obtained by Sybyl soware, showing that the results of
molecular docking are reasonable. Meanwhile, the top two
conformations in the docking conformations were selected and
superimposed on the optimal conformations, and the results
are displayed in Fig. S2.† The superposition results indicated
clearly that the top-ranking ligand conformations can well be
superposed with the best-scoring conformations in the two
conjugated reactions, and the conformational differences are
very small. This phenomenon suggested that the use of the
conformation with the highest scoring as the initial confor-
mation for MD simulations is fully reasonable. Fig. 1 is the
optimal recognition pattern of the two biological reactions.
Apparently, the binding region of bixin is situated within
domain III on HSA (residues 404–558), and the binding
conformation of bixin favors the middle and later part of the
domain III, that is subdomain IIIB (Fig. 1(A)). The Gibbs free
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 1 Molecular docking of bixin docked to HSA (panel (A) and panel (B)) and AGP (panel (C) and panel (D)). HSA and AGP showed in surface
colored in orange and yellow, respectively, and the ball-and-stick model displays bixin, colored as per the atoms and possess meshy surface of
electron spin density. The key amino acid residues around bixin have been described in stick model, green and salmon stick model indicates
hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic effects between the proteins and bixin, respectively; and blue stick model explains p–p conjugated effects
between the Tyr-27, Phe-49, Phe-112 residues and bixin (panel (D)). (For clarification of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of the article).
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energy (DG�) of the HSA–bixin is �34.78 kJ mol�1, which coin-
cides with the result of wet experiments reported by Zsila et al.49

We may observe that such molecular recognition is proceeded
by hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic effects. Specically, the
two oxygen atoms of the carboxyl group in bixin can make
hydrogen bonds with the hydrogen atom of the amino group in
Ser-419, and the hydrogen atoms of the hydroxyl groups in Thr-
422 and Thr-467 residues (Fig. 1(B)), and the bond lengths are
2.05 Å, 2.39 Å, and 3.28 Å, respectively. Meantime, considering
the property of domain III and the hydrophobic feature around
the reaction patch, it could be seen that the bixin lie at the
location with strong hydrophobicity within domain III, and the
surrounding residues are Val-415, Val-418, Leu-423, Leu-430,
Leu-457, Val-473, Phe-488, and Val-530. Further, the middle
part (polyene chain) of the bixin is a hydrophobic module except
for the hydrophilic groups in both ends of long-chain structure.
This molecular trait would help bixin to bind to domain III, and
thus promoting the recognition strength between the protein
and bixin.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
Likewise, the reaction center of bixin on AGP is noted to be
located at the apolar ligand patch (Fig. 1(C)), residues 27–127,
and the Gibbs free energy (DG�) of the AGP–bixin is
�24.65 kJ mol�1. Obviously, the reaction intensity of the HSA–
bixin adduct outweighs the AGP–bixin conjugate to some
extent. It may be observed from the recognition mode in
Fig. 1(D) that the hydrogen atoms of the carboxyl group in bixin
might yield two hydrogen bonds with the oxygen atoms of the
carbonyl groups in Val-88 and Ala-99 residues, and the bond
lengths are 3.34 Å and 3.01 Å, respectively. Furthermore, the
conjugated double bonds of long-chain structure in bixin can
generate the p–p stacking with the conjugated ring structures
in some aromatic residues, e.g. Tyr-27, Phe-49, and Phe-112.
Meanwhile, we could discover that several hydrophobic resi-
dues such as Val-41, Phe-49, Phe-51, Leu-79, Val-88, Leu-101,
and Leu-110 close to the binding domain, illuminating that
the hydrophobic effects existed between the AGP and bixin.
These characteristics may facilitate the occurrence of the lip-
ocalin–bixin interaction. Such experimental ndings also
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 13968–13980 | 13971
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agrees well with the previous speculation, namely the contem-
plated binding place was abundant in aromatic residues, and
hydrophobic effects seemed to be contained in the receptor
recognition.50

Nonetheless, further examination of the hydrophobicity of
the domains on two proteins, we will nd that bixin insert
deeply into the interior of ligand binding areas (Fig. 2), which
related greatly to the structural feature of bixin. This exploration
perceived that hydrophobic effects provided a prerequisite for
the recognition of bixin by proteins besides hydrogen bonds
and conjugated effects, since this noncovalent interaction
benets the molecular reactions between the receptors and
bixin. In other words, it may enable bixin to situate stably within
the domain, and then the chemical can be shipped to target
cells in the form of the protein–bixin complexes. This
biochemical event plays a signicant role in the aimed cargo of
active substances to effector cells involved in biological
responses such as immunological and inammatory, because
some macromolecules (e.g. AGP) have been observed on the
surface of different mammalian cells.51 Based on the static
results of in silico docking, we may conclude that the strength of
noncovalent interactions in the AGP–bixin adduct is smaller
than the HSA–bixin bioconjugate, and the recognition intensity
of the AGP–bixin complex is relatively weak as compared with
the HSA–bixin reaction. This fact can be ascribed to the struc-
tural polymorphism of AGP, and the existing results have
revealed that the initial b-sheet-plentiful structure component
of AGP turns into an a-helix-bountiful structure element aer
the lipocalin interact with phospholipid biomembranes, with
an accompanying reduction of ligand binding capacity.52

Dynamic reaction patterns of the receptors–bixin conjugates

To investigate the biological recognition of bixin with the
proteins from a dynamic viewpoint and clarify the inuences of
protein conformational exibility on the processes, an atomic-
scale MD simulation technique will be used to probe the
Fig. 2 Hydrophobic effects between the amino acid residues comprisin
bixin. The polypeptide chain of HSA and AGP implied in surface colored in
bixin, colored as per the atoms. The multi-colored ribbon on the left-han
signifies strong hydrophobicity while the blue symbolizes forceful hydrop
the reader is referred to the web version of the article).

13972 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 13968–13980
proteins–bixin reactions, and the results are exhibited in Fig. 3.
Meantime, the top two conformations of the two reaction systems
have been selected from the docking experiments and then per-
formed the parallel MD simulations with a timescale of 100 ns, in
order to verify the rationality of the optimal conformations used
for MD simulations. The Root-Mean-Square Deviation (RMSD) is
displayed in Fig. S3.† It can be seen from Fig. S3† that these
RMSD uctuations have similar changing trends, signifying the
study of MD simulations regarding the HSA–bixin and AGP–bixin
complexes is reasonable. Notably, all dynamic biosystems
changed from a relatively unstable state to a gradually stable state
aer the bioconjugates formation. For instance, the pure HSA
(Fig. 3(A)) began to enter the plateau from the time point 10 000
ps till the end of the MD simulation, 50 000 ps. And in the HSA–
bixin system (Fig. 3(B)), the RMSD of protein uctuates within the
time range of 0–40 000 ps and the bound protein came to reach
the equilibrium state at the starting time 60 000 ps. Whereas the
RMSD of bixin uctuates stably aer 20 000 ps, and a slight
increase can be observed and then uctuated at �0.22 nm until
the MD simulation nished over a 100 000 ps period.

In order to disclose the changes of noncovalent interactions
of the HSA–bixin adduct between the original conformation and
the average conformation, the conformations of protein and
bixin between 60 000 ps and 100 000 ps aer equilibration were
selected and superimposed on the optimal conformation from
ligand docking, and the superposition results are displayed in
Fig. 4. As can be seen from Fig. 4(A) and (B), the conformational
change of HSA is relatively signicant. Concretely, the original
conformation of protein is observed to be more loose as
compared with the average conformation, that is, protein
structure has a tendency to converge at the heart of macro-
molecule during the dynamic HSA–bixin recognition, and
thereby making the helical structure of protein more compact.
We believe that such conformational alteration would promote
the interactions of the protein with bixin. In contrast to the
protein, the molecular conformational change of bixin is
g the binding domains on HSA (panel (A)) and AGP (panel (B)) and the
orange and yellow, respectively, and the ball-and-stickmodel suggests
d side of the graph hints the strength of hydrophobicity and the brown
hilicity. (For illumination of the references to color in this figure legend,

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 3 Calculated Root-Mean-Square Deviation (RMSD) for the initial X-ray crystal structures for the backbone Ca atoms of HSA (panel (A)) and
AGP (panel (C)), and the bixin and the backbone Ca atoms of HSA (panel (B)) and AGP (panel (D)) from MD simulation at a temperature of 300 K
with respect to their docking results as a function of the simulation time. The blue and red trajectories illustrate RMSD data for the backbone Ca

atoms of proteins and the bixin, respectively.

Paper RSC Advances
insignicant, mainly the translation of the conformation. This
phenomenon may be explained by the uctuation difference of
RMSD, in particular, the rise of RMSD of bixin at �15 000 ps
primarily represent the spatial translation of the conformation
rather than its conformational torsion of bixin. Further exami-
nation of the dynamic character of bixin in the binding region
(Fig. 4(C)), we can see that the initial conformation of bixin
overlaps the average conformation at equilibrium. However, it
is worthwhile to note that the terminal carbonyl group in bixin
has the spatial torsion to some degree, but hydrogen bonds
could also be observed between the bixin and the residues Ser-
419, Thr-422, and Thr-467, and the bond lengths are 2.16 Å, 2.27
Å, and 3.33 Å, respectively. Moreover, no dramatic alteration of
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
the critical noncovalent interactions could be detected in
dynamic recognition, and the hydrophobic areas constituted by
nonpolar residues are still occurred at both ends of the average
conformation in equilibrium state. These events should
contribute bixin to stably locate within the domain III on HSA.

Similarly, the changing trend of the RMSD of AGP is indi-
cated in Fig. 3(C). It is obviously that the RMSD of the backbone
Ca atoms of the lone AGP started going equilibrious state in
4000 ps until the MD simulation nished over a 50 000 ps,
whereas in the AGP–bixin biosystem (Fig. 3(D)), the RMSD of
protein is almost in equilibrium at time node 35 000 ps.
Meantime, the uctuation of the RMSD of bixin in the AGP–
bixin adduct is remarkable as compared to the HSA–bixin
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 13968–13980 | 13973



Fig. 4 Superimposition of the average conformations of MD simulation on the original conformations of molecular docking resulting from the
HSA–bixin (panel (A), panel (B) and panel (C)) and the AGP–bixin (panel (D), panel (E) and panel (F)) adducts. HSA and AGP revealed in surface
colored in orange and yellow (initial) and both pink (average), respectively, and the original and average conformations of bixin divulged in cyan
and pink ball-and-stick model, respectively. The critical amino acid residues around bixin have been portrayed in stick model, orange and yellow
stick model depicts initial conformations of the residues in HSA and AGP, respectively, whereas dark pink stick model represents average
conformations of the residues in both proteins. (For explication of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of the article).

RSC Advances Paper
complex, but the RMSD began to uctuate stably at the time
point �40 000 ps, and subsequently, a slight increase might be
noticed and nally the RMSD returned to the equilibrium state
till the 100 000 ps time terminal. This phenomenon evidenced
that the formation of the AGP–bixin conjugate could reinforce
13974 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 13968–13980
the molecular instability of bixin in the dynamic process.
Hence, the average conformations of both AGP and bixin in the
time frame from 60 000 ps to 100 000 ps have been selected and
overlapped the initial conformations, and the superimposed
results are listed in Fig. 4.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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It is obvious that the original conformation of AGP super-
poses nicely its average conformation, and no signicant
changes can be detected in biomolecular structure. This means
that the AGP–bixin reaction did not cause considerable alter-
ations in the conformational stability of protein (Fig. 4(D) and
(E)). Conversely, bixin has relatively unstable conformational
stability during the dynamic recognition, and such point may be
detailed interpreted by the RMSF data. Furthermore, we might
notice that the average conformation of bixin mainly form
hydrogen bond with the residue Arg-90 (Fig. 4(F)), which has
notable difference with the hydrogen bonds in the initial
conformation. We hold that the principal reason for such
disparity could be explained as follows: in static recognition, the
strength of hydrogen bonds between the bixin and the residues
(Val-88 and Ala-99) is comparatively weak. This will induce
a direct result that the original conguration of the carbonyl
group in bixin can not exist quite stable in the dynamic reac-
tion, but rather incline to generate large torsion so as to seek
a more stable recognition mode. Such issue has also yielded
some changes in the conjugated effects during the dynamic
reaction. For example, the conjugated effects between the
conjugated double bonds in bixin and the benzene rings in the
Tyr-27 and Phe-112 residues have a downward tendency, while
the conjugated effects between the bixin and the aromatic Phe-
49 residue are tending upwards. In addition, because the
conformational changes of AGP are faint, several hydrophobic
residues could still be surrounded the bixin and produced
hydrophobic effects with the active ligand, guaranteeing that
bixin may situate stably in the binding domain on the lipocalin.
Fig. 5 Root-Mean-Square Fluctuation (RMSF) of the backbone of
each residue atomic positions for the unbound (olive (panel (A)) and
orange (panel (B))) and bound (red (panel (A)) and blue (panel (B))) HSA
(panel (A)) and AGP (panel (B)) as a function of the atom location along
the polypeptide chain, respectively.
Impacts of the local conformational exibility on the
recognition processes

To greatly explore the inuences of inherent local conforma-
tional exibility on the receptors recognition processes, the
Root-Mean-Square Fluctuation (RMSF) has been utilized to
comparatively analyze the conformational discrepancies and
the stability changes of the identical residue in pure proteins
and the proteins–bixin adducts aer the equilibrium state.
Fig. 5(A) shows the alterations of RMSF for pure HSA and the
HSA–bixin bioconjugate. Evidently, the whole instability of the
residues in pure HSA is slightly stronger than the HSA–bixin
system, which in particular reect in the domain III (residues
404–558). The main cause for this phenomenon is that the
binding of bixin at the domain III would decrease the instability
of the residues in this domain upon the HSA–bixin reaction.
Meantime, examination of the RMSF of the key residues (i.e.
Ser-419, Thr-422, and Thr-467) involved in the formation of
hydrogen bonds, one can nd that the RMSF data of the three
residues are 0.153, 0.179, and 0.245 in pure HSA, respectively,
whereas in the HSA–bixin complex, the RMSF values are 0.124,
0.105, and 0.164, respectively. It is very clear that the RMSF of
the residues in the HSA–bixin biosystem is subordinate to pure
protein, suggesting that there is an upward trend in the stability
of the domain III during the bioconjugation of HSA with bixin.

As noted earlier, although the whole protein reveals
a tendency to gather in the center of protein throughout the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
dynamic process, this event has little effect on the domain III,
instead it may increase structural stability in the functional
patch. Furthermore, as for the residues of subdomain IIA (Lys-
199�Glu-292), the RMSF values of pure HSA are observed to be
less than the HSA–bixin conjugate, which should chiey origi-
nate from the structural features of HSA, that is, subdomain IIA
is nearing the domain III (especially subdomain IIIA) in
a manner of “face-to-face”. Thus the instability of the two
crucial domains will show a status during the dynamic recog-
nition: the exhibition of a relatively stable state by one of the
domains could easily trigger the reduction of the stability in
other neighboring domains and vice versa. This nding can also
help to better understand the correlations between the recog-
nition reactions and biomolecular self-assembly, namely ligand
binding could effectively x the amino acid residues near the
reaction region through multiple noncovalent interactions such
as hydrogen bond networks, van der Waals' interactions and
hydrophobic effects. This fact may decrease the exibility of
binding patch, and it can be used to conrm the reverse rela-
tionships between self-assembly and conformational
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 13968–13980 | 13975



Table 1 The decomposition of free energies (kJ mol�1) for the
proteins–bixin recognition processes through the method of molec-
ular mechanics/generalized born surface area (MM/GBSA)

Components

Biosystems

HSA–bixin AGP–bixin

DGele �26.65 � 0.58 �18.55 � 0.61
DGvdW �29.77 � 1.52 �33.39 � 2.11
DGMM �56.42 � 2.37 �51.94 � 2.89
DGpol,sol 47.50 � 1.81 42.04 � 1.95
DGnonpol,sol �29.37 � 1.27 �22.56 � 1.03
DGsol 18.13 � 0.79 19.48 � 1.45
DGbind �38.29 � 2.44 �32.47 � 1.76
DGbind (docking) �34.78 �24.65
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exibility.25,53 Of course, whether this characteristic could be
compatible with other receptor proteins which contain many
adjacent ligand binding regions, we will detailedly investigate
this issue in later research contents.

Also, the RMSF of both pure AGP and the AGP–bixin system
are illustrated in Fig. 5(B). Unlike the HSA–bixin reaction, the
overall stability of the residues in pure AGP is somewhat greater
than the AGP–bixin complex, suggesting that biomolecular
recognition of bixin by AGP could cause an upward tendency for
the conformational exibility and instability in lipocalin. As we
have seen, the disappearance of hydrogen bonds between the
bixin and the residues Val-88 and Ala-99 may be detected in the
dynamic bioreaction, and meanwhile the bixin has generated
a new hydrogen bond with the Arg-90 residue. As a result, there
needs to be detailed discussion of the RMSF of the three vital
residues. It is evident to see the RMSF data of the residues, i.e.
Val-88, Ala-99, and Arg-90, have respectively changed from
0.087, 0.073, and 0.102 in pure AGP to 0.079, 0.079, and 0.251 in
the AGP–bixin adduct. Undoubtedly, except the residue Arg-90,
the changes of the RMSF of the Val-88 and Ala-99 residues are
too small in either pure AGP or the AGP–bixin bioconjugate,
which indicated that the two residues failed to yield markedly
spatial alterations during the dynamic AGP–bixin bio-
interaction. On the contrary, the residue Arg-90 has signicantly
spatial change in the dynamic process. Combining the analyses
of the distinctions between the original conformation and
average conformation inMD simulation, we know that the AGP–
bixin reaction own less ability of mutual restraint as a result of
the formation of weak hydrogen bonds between the bixin and
the residues Val-88 and Ala-99. Thereby it will highly affect the
spatial stability of bixin and lead to the gradually decrease and
further obliterate the hydrogen bonds between the bixin and the
residues (Val-88 and Ala-99) during the dynamic recognition. As
regards the Arg-90 residue, it can yield a strong hydrogen bond
with bixin and gradually make the terminal carbonyl group in
bixin more stable, as the phenomenon of pendulum motion of
the carbonyl group existed in MD simulation.

Nonetheless, evaluation of the RMSF of the residues which
may generate conjugated effects with bixin, it would be found
that the RMSF data of the aromatic residues, viz. Tyr-27, Phe-49,
and Phe-112 in pure AGP are 0.065, 0.068, and 0.076, respec-
tively. However, the RMSF values of the three residues are
changed to be 0.105, 0.082, and 0.171 in the AGP–bixin conju-
gate, respectively. It is quite clear that the RMSF of the Tyr-27
and Phe-112 residues in the AGP–bixin adduct is substantially
larger than the RMSF in pure AGP except for the Phe-49 residue.
The key reason for this issue is that the conjugated effects are
discovered to be maintained between the residues Tyr-27, Phe-
49, and Phe-112 and bixin in the dynamic bioreaction, but the
impact of the noncovalent interaction on the conformational
changes of the Phe-49 residue is relatively small, and the
conformational alterations of both the Tyr-27 and Phe-112
residues are largely affected by the conjugated effects. Accord-
ingly, along with the bend of bixin conformation, the conju-
gated effects between the Tyr-27 and Phe-112 residues and bixin
are gradually weakened, and yet there is a trend for increasing
the conjugated effects between the residue Phe-49 and bixin.
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Signicantly, these detailed research ndings regarding the
RMSF are concurred highly with the previous conclusions of
superposition analyses based upon the dynamic receptors
recognition processes.
Free energies of the receptors–bixin reactions

Investigation of free energy is very useful for disclosing many
biophysical characters such as the recognition intensity and the
constituents of free energy of the proteins–bixin adducts so as to
explore such receptors recognition from an energy of view.
According to the RMSD analyses, the decomposition of free
energy of the last 40 000 ps MD trajectory at dynamic equilib-
rium was executed via the approach of MM/GBSA (time interval:
2.0 ps), and the specic energy components of each biological
response are summarized in Table 1.

Evidently, the binding free energy of the HSA–bixin conju-
gate is slightly greater than the AGP–bixin system, which agrees
with the data of the Gibbs free energy. This event further
demonstrated that the results of static recognition are logically
reasonable. As may be seen from Table 1, the following three
terms, i.e. electrostatic contribution (DGele), van der Waals'
contribution (DGvdW), and nonpolar solvation contribution
(DGnonpol,sol) favors the bioreaction of bixin with the two
proteins, whereas the electrostatic solvation free energy
(DGpol,sol) is observed to be unfavorable to the proteins–bixin
complexes. Furthermore, the DGvdW occupies a predominant
role in the binding free energy of biomolecular recognition, and
the energy values are respectively �29.77 kJ mol�1 and
�33.39 kJ mol�1 for the HSA–bixin and AGP–bixin reactions,
which indicated that the conjugated effects are of considerable
signicance for the proteins–bixin interactions. Nevertheless,
the impact of the conjugated effects on the AGP–bixin bio-
system is greater than the HSA–bixin adduct, that is because the
AGP–bixin bioconjugate has smaller data of the DGvdW as
compared with the HSA–bixin complex. Notably, these results
strongly support the above discussions with regard to in silico
docking and MD simulations.

Meantime, one could note that the proportion of the DGele in
free energy is somewhat small and the energy values are found
to be �26.65 kJ mol�1 and �18.55 kJ mol�1 for the HSA–bixin
and AGP–bixin reactions, respectively, and this point reected
particularly in the AGP–bixin biointeraction. Strictly, the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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formation of hydrogen bond derives in the main from the
attractive electrostatic interaction between a hydrogen atom
and an electron rich atom,54 and therefore the electrostatic
energy can be employed to decode the proteins–bixin conjuga-
tions. Combining the strength of hydrogen bonds with the data
of electrostatic energies, it is easy to perceive that the action of
the electrostatic energy on molecular interaction of the HSA–
bixin is more signicant. This result has also interpreted the
reason that the reactivity of the AGP–bixin complex is compar-
atively weaker than the HSA–bixin conjugate. Besides, it may be
noticed from Table 1 that the inuences of the solvation effects
on the binding free energy of the two proteins–bixin biosystems
are nearly the same under the present circumstances.
Fig. 6 The decompositions of free energy of recognition per-residue
for the proteins–bixin biosystems. The amino acid residues contrib-
uting predominantly to the HSA–bixin (panel (A)) and the AGP–bixin
(panel (B)) bioconjugations are underlined by wine or blue dash dotted
line, respectively.
Per-residue energy decomposition of the receptors–bixin
biointeractions

As has been argued, the conformational alterations of the
residues during the dynamic receptors recognition have been
explained through the elaboration of the RMSF data. We also
deciphered the interaction energies between the residues and
bixin in order to deeply understand the proteins–bixin reac-
tions. The contribution of the individual residues in proteins to
the whole binding free energy has been calculated by the
method of decomposing the free energy of binding into residual
contributions to guarantee those residues that should
completely be included in the bioreaction with bixin. Fig. 6
displays the interaction energies of various residues in the
proteins–bixin systems. Obviously, one can observe that the
interaction energies of several residues, e.g. Val-418, Ser-419,
Thr-422, Leu-457, Leu-460, Thr-467, Val-473, and Phe-488 in
the HSA–bixin adduct (Fig. 6(A)) are �1.535, �7.674, �5.397,
�2.755, �2.323, �2.075, �1.932, and �2.075 kJ mol�1, respec-
tively. The absolute values of these energies are relatively large,
implying that the above residues should play a key role in the
HSA–bixin bioconjugation. This issue could especially be re-
ected in the residues Ser-419, Thr-422, and Thr-467, whichmay
form hydrogen bonds with bixin, and the interaction energies of
the three residues are found to be more powerful than the
residues such as Val-418 and Val-473 involved in hydrophobic
effects. Furthermore, it needs to be indicated that most of the
residues contained in the sequence of 400–550 can show
somewhat good recognition capacity with bixin, and such event
further validated that the chief binding location of bixin on HSA
is explicitly situated within the domain III (residues 404–558).

Still, Fig. 6(B) is the interaction energies of different residues
in the polypeptide chain on AGP. It is clear that the interaction
energies of the residues formed hydrophobic effects, i.e. Phe-49,
Phe-51, Val-88, Ala-99, and Phe-112, are noted to be �3.176,
�1.344, �1.289, �1.154, and �2.886 kJ mol�1, which suggested
these residues have relatively strong energy contributions to the
AGP–bixin bioconjugate, or rather, hydrophobic effects are
extremely essential to the AGP–bixin biosystem. Meanwhile, we
could see from Fig. 6(B) that the interaction energy of the Arg-90
residue is �4.786 kJ mol�1, revealing the noncovalent interac-
tion between the Arg-90 residue and bixin is more forceful and
has the maximal reaction intensity compared to the residues
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
Val-88 and Ala-99. These evidences are enough to explain the
utmost importance to the Arg-90 residue in the reaction of AGP
with bixin, and also match the results obtained from the
dynamic recognition and the RMSF analysis. Moreover, the
residues in the sequence 20–130 represent better bioactivity
with bixin as a whole, which illustrated the previously experi-
mental conclusions are obviously reasonable, namely the bixin
located at the nonpolar patch composed mostly by the residues
27–127 on the lipocalin molecule.
Overall conformational changes of the receptors–bixin
interactions

To carefully examine the overall conformational changes of
proteins in biological reaction processes, the circular dichroism
(CD) spectra of proteins in the absence and presence of different
concentrations of bixin were recorded and secondary structure
components calculated according to raw CD data were collected
in Table 2. Clearly, the CD curves of proteins exhibited two
negative peaks in the far-UV CD region at 208 nm and 222 nm,
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 13968–13980 | 13977



Table 2 Secondary structure components of proteins (5.0 mM) reaction with bixin at pH ¼ 7.4 assessed by Jasco Spectra Manager II Software

Samples

Secondary structure components (%)

a-Helix (�2%) b-Sheet (�1%) Turn (�1%) Random (�2%)

Free HSA 55.4 7.9 13.5 23.2
HSA + bixin (1 : 2) 59.1 7.3 11.9 21.7
HSA + bixin (1 : 4) 63.5 6.6 10.1 19.8
Free AGP 24.7 38.9 10.5 25.9
AGP + bixin (1 : 2) 26.4 38.2 9.8 25.6
AGP + bixin (1 : 4) 28.5 39.1 8.9 23.5
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characteristic of the a-helical structure of proteins. The
reasonable explanation of this phenomenon is that the negative
bands between 208 and 209 nm and 222 and 223 nm are both
contributed by p/ p* and n/ p* transition of amide groups
and are simultaneously affected through the geometries of the
skeleton of polypeptide chain.55 As displayed in Table 2, free
HSA/AGP has 55.4%/24.7% a-helix, 7.9%/38.9% b-sheet, 13.5%/
10.5% turn and 23.2%/25.9% random coil, aer interacting
with bixin, increase of a-helix was seen from 55.4%/24.7% free
HSA/AGP to 63.5%/28.5% HSA/AGP–bixin adducts, respectively,
while decrease was detected in b-sheet, turn and random coil
from 7.9%/38.9%, 13.5%/10.5% and 23.2%/25.9% free HSA/
AGP to 6.6%/39.1%, 10.1%/8.9% and 19.8%/23.5% HSA/AGP–
bixin complexes at a molar ratio of proteins to bixin of 1 : 4. The
increase of a-helix with a reduction in the b-sheet, turn and
random coil demonstrated that bixin yielded markedly non-
covalent bonds with some amino acid residues of the poly-
peptide chain and triggering the conformational changes in
proteins, i.e. some degree of proteins stabilization upon bixin
conjugation.56,57

Meanwhile, the previously computational results revealed
that the conformational change of HSA was relatively obvious
and the biomolecular structure becomes compact, while the
conformational change of AGP was not signicant. It is evident
to us that such conclusion has strongly been supported by the
results of CD spectra, because the secondary structures
(particularly a-helix) of HSA were markedly changed and the
hydrophobicity was enhanced, and the secondary structures of
AGP were not changed noticeably. Nevertheless, it should be
indicated that the overall conformational changes of the
proteins induced by bixin binding could not be attributed to the
signicant alterations of the compact three-dimensional struc-
ture in proteins, but just the appropriate adjustment of their
own conformations aer the reaction of bixin with HSA/AGP.
This manner would help to accommodate the ligand more
suitable. In other words, by slightly adjusting the regular
conformations of proteins, these biomolecules can enable the
ligand to locate at the primary binding domain using the lowest
energy conformation. And this biological mode will allow the
whole protein–ligand system to possess the minimum energy.
Undoubtedly, these experimental outcomes obtained by CD
spectra have validated the above computational analyses of the
proteins–bixin interactions, that is, the research ndings of
protein conformational alterations based on molecular docking
and MD simulations are quite reasonable.
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Conclusions

In summary, this study claried the impacts of the local
conformational exibility on the receptors recognition by
utilizing an atomic-scale computational method. Experimental
results suggested that the signicant distinctions were existed
between the static and dynamic interaction patterns, and these
biological points were associated closely with the exible
properties of protein conformations. Dynamic reaction
researches conrmed that the intrinsic conformational exi-
bility owned considerable effects on the receptor recognition
processes, which reected mainly in the features of the exible
loop domain structures where bixin situated in protein mole-
cules. The results of energy decomposition and CD spectra
further indicated that the conformational and energy alter-
ations in the residues surrounding the ligand binding location
played a key role in biological interactions. These issues eluci-
dated the nature of the fact that the local conformational ex-
ibility can intervene greatly in receptor recognition at the
microscopic level. Based on the present research ndings
derived from MD simulations, we could detect and obtain the
signicant differences in protein conformational changes,
particularly the changes in the interested ligand binding
regions. This event has largely affected the reaction features
between the proteins and ligand. The subsequent investigations
will deeply explore the changes of structural exibility and
frequency induced by ligand binding by employing other
methods such as elastic networks models and normal mode
analysis.58 At the moment the intrinsic protein conformational
exibility has oen been ignored in several studies such as
biochemistry, chemical biology, medicinal chemistry, and
toxicological science,59–62 and this event could cause relatively
large deviations in the experimental results. Consequently, this
attempt should contribute biophysical evidence to elaborating
the structure–function relationships of the important receptors
in human beings.
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